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Bible students have enjoyed Cruden s easy-to-use format and portable size for over 250 years.

Available in both cloth and soft cover editions, this valuable reference is handy for fast word studies

or just for finding a favorite passage. It is ideal for busy Bible students, teachers, and pastors who

need a convenient and portable concordance."Cruden's Complete Concordance" enables the

reader to quickly locate all of the occurrences of any given word in the Bible. Includes an

alphabetical listing of every word in the King James Version, along with over 200,000 chapter and

verse references A complete concordance to proper names in Scripture Handy for word studies or

just for tracking down a favorite passageSpecial features include:  Cruden's original notes and

comments on Bible places, names, and types Names and titles given to Jesus Christ Titles and

description applied to the Church"
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The first edition of Cruden's Concordance was published some 275 years ago (1737 to be exact).

During the intervening centuries it has gone through a variety of editions and has been updated as

needed. Needless to say, any errors have long since been caught.Cruden's Concordance serves a

different purpose than does Strong's Exhaustive Concordance, in that its scope is far more limited.

Unlike Strong's, which includes a complete Hebrew and Greek lexicon and, in some editions, at

least, a topical Bible, Cruden's simply lists every occurrence of each word found in the KJV. As

such, its main purposes are as a help in finding where in the Bible a particular verse is found as well



as all the places where a given English word is used. I have used my copy for these purposes on a

number of occasions.The prospective buyer should be aware of one major drawback. Because it is

a concordance of the KJV, someone not familiar with this version might find it difficult to pinpoint

certain verses, particularly those where the key words in the passage are translated differently in

contemporary versions from their translation in the KJV. However, for someone for whom this is not

a problem, Cruden's will serve as an excellent and useful reference, particularly when one is trying

to figure out just where that "familiar verse" is located.

I bought this concordance for my brother, and I was especially looking for a KJV printing. It seems to

be very thorough, and I think he will enjoy it. The only concern I have is that the print is extremely

tiny....so, if that would be an issue for you, might be something to consider. He wears reading

glasses, so, I think it will work well for him. (I was thrilled with the price!)

I bought this for a friend but was a little disappointed because of the very small print. I realize that a

concordance isn't read like a regular book because you're only looking up a specific word or phrase

to find out where it is in the Bible but it still would be much easier with a larger print. The quality of

the book is good and the price was also very affordable.

Possibly the finest concordance that you'll ever own. I use mine constantly when I try to remember

the location of a memory verse (the older we get the more forgetful we get) but know a number of

the words associated with the verse.A tremendous value! I've given a number of them away to

friends who study the Word of God!

I love this book and I know it will get many years of great use. I could not believe the price on this

and am grateful to the seller!Philippians 2:9-11 "Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and

given him a name which is above every name: --10-- That at the name of Jesus every knee should

bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth; --11-- And that every

tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father."

I was devastated when my old Cruden's Complete Concordance to the Old and New Testaments

did not make our move from out of state in usable condition. I had been unable to find another that

was within my price range. I located this copy listed as "paper back, like new condition". The price

was right and ordered it immediately. The book actually is a hard backed book and is in new



condition. What a fantastic surprise! Cruden's is an excellent biblical reference book.

It's great! High quality printing and binding. It is what it is--an index of the entire KJV Bible. We still

read out of the KJV in my church, and I love having a copy of Cruden's handy for when a word or

phrase pops into my mind and I want to find it in the Bible.

If like me, you can recall Scriptures mainly in King James English, this is the concordance for you. I

bought this one 2nd hand and it's just like new. I never have failed to find what I want. This is the

3rd one I have owned.
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